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INTRODUCTION 

Peru  is an economically  underdeveloped country  rich  in 

raw materials,   especially minerals,   and  like all the countries 

that form this group,  strives   to  reach a greater degree of 

industrialization.     This is expected to be achieved through 

ths Regional  Andean Pact formed   by  five 3outh  american  countries, 

?olivln»   Colonbia,   Ccuador,  Peru and Venezuela,  with similar aims 

\\.\ yy.\%, \  \\\ I.'ii* I ur»>|HMn Common Mnrknti 

The Regional Andean Pact  has assigned each of its mombers 

the development of specific industrial programs in order to 

satisfy  the needs  of the  countries'   demands. 

Peru,  therefore,   needs technical  assistance at government  level 
end/or  private  enterprise  to   enable contracting in the  best  of 

terms,   squipment  and/or  services   to  attend the development of 

the above  mentioned programma- 

it ie in this sense that   I  bslisvs thi topics disousssd 

in this  Conference might bs of  great services to achitvt thsss 

ends. 

. 
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corrTAL   CASES 

nrrn-^   fo.   th^PurchnsInq   of  equipment 
A. Cot  

X   am  General   Hanager of   a  Plant   (Fertilises  Sintéticos   S.A.) 

manufacturers   of   fertilizers 

perù.     Due   to   years'of   usage 

The  factory   is   situated   in   Lima, 

the  plant's   equipment  must   be 

m  of   expanding   and 
renewed.     Also we have  in  mind a progra 

aifyino th. Production.     H«„.v.r,   .. Have .noount.. 

M  a •„ failure  in tha contracting of equipment. 
P

Tr.      - -no    b ; - . -ut  t. cover us from defect, »suiting 

e chased shipment.     Wo,..   -- ««1- ^°  *•  PO  "» 
in   tua  pu* ,„i,.j.j.n 4.n   this   problem. 
out  the  necessity of finding  . Proper  solution 

I   will  give   an  example: 

rntjTRftCTIW-  "TFRL  TUBES 

3        .- "  "f  °°nd.n-nr  fihr.»  of the Poussant 

, Fe-tisa's ammonia  and  Mitili*«  pLntwt Callao  owns 
1.       Fs.tisu boiler  (40  tone-  super 

a Doujor  plant consisting of  3 s-sam 
„„, -Ì   -  ste-i turbine  and  in  alternative heatsd   steam per hour)   a  sta-" r-.".- 

(7500   K..  5000 volts  3600 BPH).     The  turbine condenser     . 

1.  cooled by sea water  taken by  pumps from the  sea.  The 

plant   is situated  at   the saeshore.     This sea water  is 

polluted by a nearby   city  ...« and also by  th.,  »ver 

diseñaros.    After pumped  it  is filtered and  sedxme      d 

and  a pump sends  it to  the condenser,     from there  is 

runs   off  by  gravity  beck  to   ths   seo.     When the  plant 

.t.rt.d  in  1999   the  condenser  tubes .ore 70« copper and 

J03t nickel.    They  corroded  severely  in a short  time    y 

th.  .otion  of sulphobacterlas  contained in the   polutted 

...  waters.    In 1960   thsse  tubes  ere  exchanged for a 

complete set of stainless stsel  tubse,  - type  AISI    16 

of  Italian manufactura and.a chlorine  Injection  system 

was*   installed. 
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2. These  tubes   lasted  for   Fourteen  yeai*3  without   trouble 
but when   some tubes  began  to  show  slight  corrosion   in 

the inner   surface we  concluded that  they  had  reached 

their  life   limit and  me   looked  for   a  supplier   to   get 

a new set   of  the same  tubes  and  quality  type  AISI   316. 

The new  set,   manufactured  by  a well  known  firm,   was   installe: 

in the condenser  in June   1976.     After  two months  of 

operations  we experienced the  first  leaks in the condenser 

which we attributed to  defective expansion of some 

tubes in  the  corresponding  sheet  holes,   but  when  we  had 

the opportunity  to  inspect  the  condenser we  detected  132 

leaking tubes and the  tubes  removed  showed many  pits  sca- 

tered over   the inner surface,   some  of   them extending 

throughout   the  entire  thickness  of   the tube.     Since  that 

date,   we   had  to stop   some  sections   of  the plant   in   order 
to  detect   further  leaks   and  plug  the  respective  tubes. 

After  10   months the plugging  of  the tubes had   reached 

such an   extent  that  it  was  imperative  to   change  all   of 

them. 

3. The metallographic analysis performed to  the  samples  of 

3apane3e  steel tubes  by  local and  American laboratorios 

showed ita   inner surface badly attacked by intergranular 

corrosion,   condition  being related to a defective  haat 

treatment   of  the material  during manufacture.     However, 

the supplier  stated that   all  their  rocords showed  that 

the  tubes   were produced   and  properly  heat treated   in 

accordance  with given  specifications. 

As a  result  of this problem  we suffered a loss  of   half 
million   dollars due to   equipment  reposition,   production 

stoppages,   etc.,  and  we  had  no other  choice  but;fco*take 

legal action against  the  abova mentioned supplier. 
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rnNSIDERATIQNS 

This case shows that the contracting of equipment, even the 

simplest ones, could result in serious troubles,  In the P""n* 

case the routine chemical analysis .ere not enough, more sophisticated 

controls, like the motallographic analysis, were needed to 

guarantee that the quality of the material corresponds to the 

specifications ordered. 

A neu, set of tubes .as acquired by Fertisa.  They have 

recently been installed after undergoing very careful controla. 

We hope we mill not have any more problems. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In our country there is no organization either government 

or private with the proper knowledge to make a correct contract 

f0r purchasing equioment.  This also applies for a precise 

insurance coverage.  We believe, therefore, that it would be of 

great help if United Nations creates a program of courses by 

exports in this field.  It would enable companies in the Indust rial 
exp 

area to be 
.ell prepared to effect these transactions with efficiency, 
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